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(4 points): Koopmans' theorem
Inspe t the hapter in the le ture notes, where the relation between Ionization energy Ik and Lagrange
parameters ǫoi is shown, i.e. at the equation

Exer ise 7

Ik := hΦN −1 |H e,N −1 |ΦN −1 i − hΦN |H e,N |ΦN i ≈ −ǫok sk .

Write down and explain the al ulation leading to this result. Whi h assumptions are needed?
(4 points): Thomas-Fermi atom
We start from the ee tive potential in the Thomas Fermi formalism

Exer ise 8
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a) For the Fermi energy ǫF and the orresponding momentum pF we have |pF (r)| = 2m(ǫF − V (r)).
(r)/~)3
The average ele tron density is n(r) = (pF 3π
. Outside the atom the ele tri potential should
2
vanish, i.e. V (r) = 0 if r > R, where R is the atom radius. Use that to show
p

n(r) =

b) Show that the equation
is equivalent to equation 1.

1
(−2mV (r))3/2 .
3π 2 ~3

∆V (r) = −4πe2 n(r) + 4πZe2 δ (3) (r)

(2)

) Transform equation 2 to spheri al oordinates. Use that the problem has spheri al symmetry.
d) For small distan es to the nu leus the potential V (r) should be ome the potential of the pure
nu leus. Therefore we write it in the form
V (r) = −

Ze2
χ(r).
r

Determine that the dierential equation for χ is
χ3/2 (r)
d2 χ
.
= √
2
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dr

(3)

e) Plot the numeri al solution of equation 3, whi h is given by
χ(r) =



1 − 1.59r
144
r3

r→0
.
r→∞

(4)

Do you think this is an adequate approximation for any atom (H-U)? Why or why not?

Please turn over!−→
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(4 points):

May 6, 2008

Ex hange and

orrelation in Jellium

a) Use Mathemati a to plot the ex hange energy per parti le, ǫx , of Jellium a ording to Slater's
Xα method as a fun tion of the density n, for α = 2/3 and 1. Plot also the ex hange potential
v x , dened as
v x (n) =

∂ x
nǫ (n).
∂n

b) The ex hange and orrelation energy of Jellium are entrally important in many density-fun tional
al ulations for real systems, and therefore a urately known in numeri al form. One of the most
popular parametrizations is that of Perdew and Wang [Phys. Ref. B 45, 13244℄, whi h is based
on a t of Quantum Monte Carlo al ulations by Ceperley and Alder [Phys. Rev. Lett. 45,
566℄. For the unpolarized Jellium, the parameterizations for ex hange and orrelation take the
following separate forms:
ǫx (n) = −0.738558766382022406n1/3
#
"
1
c
.
ǫ (n) = −2A(1 − α1 rs ) ln 1 +
1/2
3/2
2A(β1 rs + β2 rs + β3 rs + β4 rs2 )
1/3
3
Both are given in Hartree units, with rs = 4πn
, and with the following parameters:
A = 0.031091 α1 = 0.21370 β1 = 7.5957
β2 = 3.5876
β3 = 1.6382 β4 = 0.49294

Plot the Perdew-Wang ex hange and orrelation energies per parti le, and the orresponding
ex hange- orrelation potentials, dened as above. Whi h similarities and dieren es to Slater's
approximation do you see?
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